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This Readme identifies differences between the delivered Oracle Management Pack for Oracle Applications 2.2.0 and its
documented functionality. Additional information may also be included in the release notes located on the CD-ROM.  Be sure to
review those release notes -as well as this Readme- before using the product as it may contain late-breaking information
concerning the Management Pack for Oracle Applications.  In addition, before using any of the integrated applications (i.e.
Oracle Developer Server Forms Manager, Oracle Applications Manager, etc.), you should review the corresponding
applications’ Readmes.  If installed, they can be found in the $ORACLE_HOME/relnotes/EM/ directory. 

It is important that you are familiar with Oracle Enterprise Manager before using this product.  Please make sure to read the
Oracle Enterprise Manager Concepts Guide and the Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide before proceeding with
the use of the Management Pack for Oracle Applications .  Note, however, the Enterprise Manager base documentation is only
available by performing a custom installation.  A typical installation of Enterprise Manager does not include this documentation. 
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1. General Notices and Issues  

1.1  New Features in Version 2.2  

Enterprise Manager Console 

Discovery and monitoring of  Apache Web Servers. 
The Console now provides the ability to change font size settings. 
Enhanced method for refreshing all nodes within the Console. 
Node and Agent details can be displayed from within the Console Navigator.   This information is shown by choosing
"Properties" from the right-mouse context 
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Performance Improvements  

Significant work has been done to improve the performance of the Console and DBA Studio.    Improvements can be seen in the
following areas: 

launching the Console and DBA Studio 
expanding the Navigator tree in the Console 
displaying details of a selected object in the navigator tree 

Jobs and Events System 

New features that have been added to Events include:  an enhanced Node UpDown event, support for duplicate events with 8.1.7
agents, context-sensitive help for event tests, and enhanced monitoring for target subcomponents.   Please refer to Chapter 5:
Events of the Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide, Release 2.2 for details. 

New features for Jobs include:  context-sensitive help for job tasks and an option to include job output with email notifications. 

Enhanced Notifications 

The Paging server is now an independent service that does not require an Intelligent Agent.   It can also be configured
from within the Console. 
The context and format of enhanced notifications (paging and email) are now customizable from within the Console.   It
also includes the ability to specify different email and page filters in response to events and job status notifications. 

Please refer to Chapter 1: Console of the Oracle Enterprise Manager’s Administrator’s Guide, Release 2.2 for details. 

Enterprise Reporting 

HTML reports can now be generated which contains details on all targets managed by your Management Server.  The
information contained includes event alerts, scheduled jobs, groups, and discovered services.    A wizard helps you set up the
generation of these reports on a periodic basis.  Refer to Chapter 1: Console  of the Oracle Enterprise Manager’s Administrator’s
Guide, Release 2.2 for more information. 

Also,  HTML database reports of object definitions, object dependencies, database configuration, and other reports, including
custom queries, can also be generated.   Please refer to the Enterprise Manager online help for more details. 

DBA Studio 

Resource Management enhancements including a wizard for creating resource consumer groups resource plans, graphical
display of resource consumer activity, and support for resource plan scheduling. 
Support for logging of all DDL and DML changes made by an application when connected to a database. 
Replication Manager enhancements which include the integration of replication management into DBA Studio, and a
new intuitive tree and property pages layout. 
Ability to browse JServer objects, run classes, create links and directories, specify security options. 
Show DDL for database objects. 
The Analyze Wizard supports the new 8i method (DBMS_STATS) of generating statistics and Analyze can be executed
immediately on the database. 
Materialized Views enhancements which include the use of job system to create/populate materialized views and options
to analyze after creation. 
Support for Image Copy in the Backup Wizard. 
Show Dependencies can be displayed as list or tree and objects can be edited directly from here.  
Ability to grant column privileges on a table. 
Support for failure and success indicators on job errors and warnings in the Data Management wizards. 
New graphical interface support for range partitioning. 
Ability to change font settings. 

Intelligent Agent version 8.1.7 

Well defined support for multiple network interface cards(NICs) - By default this functionality will allow the Agent to
listen on the primary NIC on the machine for incoming job/event requests.  The other options will allow users to either
configure the Agent to listen on a user specified NIC or listen on all NICs. 
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Support for duplicate events - This functionality will allow registration of duplicate event tests having the same
parameters, against the same target (database, listener etc.). 
Migration of existing Enterprise Manager jobs/events when upgrading from an 8.1.5/8.1.6 Agent to an 8.1.7 Agent - This
will allow users to migrate their existing jobs/events without having to save them to a job/event library, de-register them
and re-submit them. 
Automatic startup on MS Windows NT.- The Agent and Data Gatherer services will be automatically started after
installation subject to certain conditions. 

Note:  For details on the above features/enhancements, please refer to the Oracle Intelligent Agent User’s Guide available as part
of the Oracle Enterprise Manager 

Management Pack for Oracle Applications 

Finer Granularity Events 
Allows events to monitor specific concurrent programs or to exclude specific concurrent programs from the
threshold being monitored. 

Enhanced Support for OS events 
Configuration Simplification 

Removed the tnsnames.ora dependency by having all tools read connection information from the OMS. 

1.2  Quick Tour 

Before running the Management Pack for Oracle Applications version 2.2.0, take the Quick Tour to familiarize yourself with the
architecture, features, and user interface design of the products.  Start the Quick Tour from the Start Menu on Windows systems,
or by selecting it from the Help menu in the Enterprise Manager Console. 

1.3  Oracle Forms Server Support 

Enterprise Manager v2.2 includes support for the Oracle Forms Server.  This functionality requires a custom installation of the
Developer Server Forms Manager.  Please note, however, that this capability requires special versions of the Forms Server,
specifically version 4.5.10.15 and above or version 6i, along with a special Agent Extensions for Forms Server Management. 
There are no plans to make Forms Server  version 5.x manageable from Enterprise Manager.  For details on how to set up Oracle
Forms Server management, please read  FormsReadMe.txt found in $Oracle_Home\sysman\admin\. 

Starting with v8.1.7, the Agent Extensions for Forms Server Management is shipped with the standard Agent install.  For earlier
versions of the Intelligent Agent, you must obtain the Agent Extensions from the Developer Server installation media.  Please
contact Oracle Worldwide Support with any further questions. 

1.4  Oracle Applications Manager 

Unlike previous releases, Oracle Enterprise Manager v2.2 does not include Oracle Applications Manager, the Concurrent
Manager administration tool launchable from the Enterprise Manager Console.  You will not be able to use Oracle Applications
Manager v2.1 and the Management Pack for Oracle Applications v2.2 from the same Enterprise Manager Console.  Version 2.2
of Oracle Applications Manager, which will be compatible with Enterprise Manager v2.2, will be made available separately in a
future release of Oracle Applications as a patch.  If you wish to use Oracle Applications Manager v2.1, you must use v2.1 of
Enterprise Manager and related management packs. 

1.5  Intelligent Agent and Management Pack Compatibility 

All the new functionality in this release related to Jobs and Events require version 8.1.7 of the Intelligent Agent.  Duplicate Jobs
and Events for older versions of the Intelligent Agent have been included in this release for backward compatibility purposes. 
Oracle strongly encourages you to migrate your jobs and events to their newer counter parts, as the older versions may not be
supported in a future release 

Note: Because the Intelligent Agent is continuously being improved from one release to the next, it is strongly recommended
that it be installed in its own Oracle Home.  This will allow you to upgrade the Intelligent Agent without affecting other Oracle
products that require an older technology stack. 

1.6 Oracle Applications and Management Pack Compatibility 
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The Management Pack for Oracle Applications 2.2.0 is compatible with Oracle Applications Release 10.7, 11.0, and 11i.  The
Management Pack supports Character Mode, Smart Client, and NCA/Internet deployments of Oracle Applications. 

1.7 Availability of Management Pack Translations 

This is a multilingual release of the Management Pack for Oracle Applications.  This release includes user interface (UI)
translations for German, French, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, and Brazilian Portuguese. 
  
  
  

2. Known Problems / Caveats 

Please be sure to read the Oracle Enterprise Manager readme named emreadme.wri found in Oracle_Home\relnotes\EM\. 

2.1 Oracle Universal Installer 

1. Oracle Universal Installer log files can be found in C:\Program Files\Oracle\Inventory\logs\ on NT.  On Solaris, look at
/var/opt/oracle/oraInst.loc to find the location of the Installer log files. 

2. If you have a previous installation of the Agent Extensions for Oracle Applications Management, you can install version
8.1.7 of the Intelligent Agent along with the Agent Extensions in the same Oracle Home (assuming the Intelligent Agent
is the only thing in that Oracle Home).  When doing so, you will not need to deregister the existing jobs and events, nor
save them in the library.  After installing the new Agent software, simply go to the Enterprise Manager Console and
select "Refresh Node".  All registered jobs and events should continue to work normally. 

3. Always make a backup of oapps.ora and tnsnames.ora before upgrading or reinstalling the Intelligent Agent. 
4. If you exit the installation during the middle of an install, or for some reason the installation does not complete, the

Universal Installer will not register the installation in its inventory.  However, files may have been copied to the Oracle
Home you selected, so it is recommended that you remove those files manually and restart the installation. 

5. If you have physically removed an installed product by deleting its directory (without using the Universal Installer),
before installing new products, follow the standard removal process using the Universal Installer so that the install and
the disk image are synchronized. 

6. If you attempt to install Enterprise Manager or the Management Packs version 2.2 into an Oracle Home with a space in
the name, the product will not function.  Be sure the Oracle Home name where you are installing does not have spaces. 

7. If the Solaris 2.5.1 Agent Extensions installation fails claiming that the JRE needs a OS patch to run, please contact Sun
Microsystems and 
obtain Solaris 2.5.1 patches #103640-28, #103627-10, and #103566-43.  

8. If Java cannot run applications from a Sun machine on an NCD X terminal (Installer does not start) remove the following
file: /usr/java/lib/font.properties  

9. Running the product in a browser: Only the Enterprise Manager Console and the Oracle Applications Advanced Events
are deployable through a web browser.  To enable the Oracle Applications Advanced Events, you must install the
Management Pack for Oracle Applications into the Oracle Home where the OMS is located. 

2.2 Oracle Intelligent Agent and Data Gatherer 

1. The Oracle Intelligent Agent release note can be found at $Oracle_Home/network/doc/README.oemagent.  The agent
log files can be found at $Oracle_Home/network/log/nmi*.log.  Oracle Data Gatherer log files can be found at
$Oracle_Home/odg/log.  The list of services discovered by the Intelligent Agent can be found in
$Oracle_Home/network/agent/services.ora 

2. There is no longer an installable component called the Oracle Data Gatherer.  This component is installed as part of the
Oracle Intelligent Agent.  While the installer components have been merged, the product behaviors have not been
changed.  You still need to start both processes separately. 

3. (Bug 931511)    The Intelligent Agent prior to version 8.1.6 was unable to discover databases installed as part of the
Oracle Applications 1-Hour Install.  The workaround is to find the listener.ora file used by the Applications database,
note the location of the "ifile=" entries, and replace those entries with the contents of those files.  Bring down and restart
the Intelligent Agent.  You should now be able to discover the Oracle Applications databases. 

4. If your find that your Data Gatherer process comes down, you may wish to define a fix-it job in the Enterprise Manager
Console for the Data Gatherer Up/Down event.  An example of such a fix-it job may look like the following: 

setenv ORACLE_HOME <path to your Oracle Home> ; cd $ORACLE_HOME/bin ;
vppcntl -start
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5. Renaming the Concurrent Manager instance name:  Suppose you have configured the oapps.ora file and discovered a
Concurrent Manager in the Enterprise Manager Console.  If for some reason you need to change this name, you can do
so by bringing down the Intelligent Agent, changing the name in the oapps.ora file, and restarting the Intelligent Agent. 
In the Enterprise Manager console, the new name will be displayed once you refresh the node on which the Concurrent
Manager resides.  Note, however, that the old Concurrent Manager will still remain in the Enterprise Manager Navigator
tree.  The old entry must be removed using a right mouse click and selecting "Remove" from the pop-up menu. 

2.3 Job and Event System 

1. The Kill Session fix-it job for v8.1.6 and earlier agents will trigger under both alert AND warning conditions .  If this is
not the desired behavior, you can register two separate events, one with the threshold set at the "warning" level, and
another with the threshold set at the "alert" level. You would then associate the Kill Session fix-it job with the second
event.  Note the two events must have different names and parameter values. 

2. In order to run database and Concurrent Manager job tasks, you must set node credentials for the node on which the
target database or Concurrent Manager resides.  If you do not set node credentials you will receive an authentication
failure when running the job. 

3. (Bug 739646)    The Swap event does not distinguish between swap in/outs.  The Paging Event monitors the total value
of swap ins / outs cumulatively.  It does not distinguish between the two values. 

4. (Bug 752982)  The Disk Full event does not accept wildcards or multiple path values. Users cannot enter * to indicate all
disks on the node as a parameter for the Disk Full event.  An enhancement request has been filed for this issue. 
However, if  you are monitoring disks on Solaris, AIX, Compaq Tru64, or HP Unix, and are running 8.1.7 or later
Intelligent Agent on these nodes, the new operating system specific host events under folder "File System" will allow you
to enter a space separated list for multiple disks or "*" for all disks.  

5. (Bug 1350889)  On Windows NT,  the "Percentage (%) Free Space" and  "Free Megabytes" node events under the folder
"Logical Disk" will NOT be available.  Any information in the help system and documentation about these events should
be disregarded. 

6. (Bug 1355912)  On Windows NT, the following node event tests under the folder "Physical Disk" will NOT be
available: 
        Average Disk Queue Length 
        Average Disk Read Queue Length 
        Average Disk Write Queue Length 
 Any information in the help system and documentation about these events should be disregarded. 

7. On Windows NT,  if you cannot see the object "Network Interface" from NTËs Performance Monitor, then if you try to
register events under the folder "Network Interface" , you may see "script failed" errors. 

8. (Bug 738833)  When using pre-8.1.7 Intelligent Agents, if you register an event against multiple objects, such as the
"Maximum Extents" event against 5 objects, the event will trigger when any one of the objects crosses their event
thresholds.  However, if another object subsequently crosses the event threshold, the event will not retrigger.  This
problem does NOT occur when registering the event against 8.1.7 or later Intelligent Agents. 

9. (Bug 1358645) On Solaris, AIX, and Compaq Tru64, under the folder "Process", the thresholds for two event tests,
System Time and User Time, are measured by percentage, NOT by the time in SECONDS as shown in the Enterprise
Manager console.   Hence, for System Time,  if the percentage of system time used by the processes specified is greater
than or equal to the warning or alert thresholds specified, and the number of occurrences exceeds the value specified,
then a warning or alert is generated.  For User Time,  if the percentage of user time used by the processes specified is
greater than or equal to the warning or alert thresholds specified, and the number of occurrences exceeds the value
specified, then a warning or alert is generated. 

10. (Bug 1328567) If the Concurrent Manager goes down because of database problems, a "Startup Concurrent Manager"
fix-it job will fail to complete because the Concurrent Manager cannot operate without a fully functioning database
available.  If this is a frequent problem, it is suggested that you register a fix-it job against the database up/down event,
and use an OS script to start up the Concurrent Manager after the database has been successfully restarted. 

11. (Bug 1351302) Selecting "Help" from the "Edit Event" or "Create Event" dialog will display a generic help message for
all events.  Note, however, that the filtering description is not correct for the Concurrent Manager events.  You cannot
use "=", "LIKE", or "IN" operators in any of the Concurrent Manager events.  You can only enter valid Oracle
Applications names and Concurrent Program names WITHOUT any operators.  Also, you do not need to use any quotes
around the values. 

12. (Bug 1350352) There is a typo in the Tasks pane of the Create Job dialog.  "Events for v8.1.6 And Earlier Agents"
should read "Job tasks for v8.1.6 and Earlier Agents".  

13. (Bug 1409477) The diskfull event is unresponsive to input from the User Interface.  The event can be registered, but
there is an error in the TCL which prevents the test from being completed.  Replacement TCL is included on the
CD-ROM in the 1409477_Patch directory.  This directory contains two files: 
    diskfull.tcl 
    Readme.txt 
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Please review the readme for installation instructions.  You can also obtain the patch through MetaLink. 
  
 

2.4  Performance Manager 

1. (Bug 1364667)  The version of Performance Manager shipped with this release will display databases as monitorable
targets.  This is a bug that will be fixed in a future release.  If you want to monitor database charts, you must license the
Oracle Diagnostics Pack. 

2. (Bug 850983)    Context sensitive help for Concurrent Manager charts are not implemented for this release.  Please view
Appendix A of the Getting Started with the Oracle Management Pack for Oracle Applications for a description of each
of the charts. 

3. (Bug 1025607) You can see the SQL being executed in the database by a running request or an active form session by
drilling down from the Session Details chart.  However, please be aware that the output of this drill-down will be
unformatted SQL that may be difficult to read.  The plan is to provide formatted SQL output in a future release of the
product. 

4. (Bug 1156212) User defined charts for Concurrent Managers are not supported in this release.  
5. Pausing the chart by clicking on the red stop sign button before drilling down will achieve faster response. 
6. If a chart is unreadable because of an excessive number of entries, it is suggested that you change the display style from

graphical to tabular.  This can be done by selecting the chart title and selecting the grid button from the toolbar.  
7. (Bug 1114356) Charts that depict system load, such as "Form Sessions and Concurrent Requests", "Active Requests by

Status", "Pending Requests per Manager", and "Standby Requests per Manager" do not count requests that are on hold,
or requests that are scheduled for a future date, since they do not immediately represent any load on the system. 
However, many of the drilldowns from those same charts will include requests that are on hold and scheduled requests,
so that the user can act on those requests if desired.  In this respect drilldowns may seem to contain more information
than the parent chart implied. This is by design.  As always, we are soliciting feedback on our chart contents. 

8. (Bug: 1154985 ) Some drilldown charts may show fewer records than their source charts indicate.  If you notice such
discrepancy, click on the Set Options button on the tool bar and go to the Options tab to see if the data source limit is set
to a low value.   Increase the data source limit, and click on the Show Chart button to see the new results. 

9. (Bug: 1179061) When you kill a database session from the "Session Details" chart, it takes some time before the session
actually gets terminated.  This gives the impression that you can kill the same session multiple times.  This is the way the
database behaves, and is not a bug. 

10. (Bug: 1107021 & 1349557) You may periodically notice that the operations under the Tools menu do not perform any
actions. This is particularly the case when no record is selected in a chart to provide the tool an operation context.   If this
is observed, highlight the desired target and bring up the context menu with a right mouse click.  The Tools options in the
context menu should work even if the one in the top level product menu bar does not. 

11. (Bug 1180573 & 1180563) This release of the product has several limitations against Oracle Applications instances
running on the Oracle Parallel Server.  For instance, all charts relating to form sessions and database sessions will only
display sessions connected to the OPS instance on the node which the Data Gatherer is connected to.  The same is true
for the "Kill Session" command. 

12. (Bug 1064806) Only charts that appear in the Performance Manager navigator tree can be saved as custom charts.  This
means that some charts that can only be accessed as drill-downs from other charts cannot be saved as a custom chart. 
While you will not receive an error when you save the chart, the saved chart will not appear in the Custom Charts folder. 
 

2.5  Capacity Planner 

1. (Bug 1364667)  The version of Capacity Planner shipped with this release will display databases as monitorable targets. 
This is a bug that will be fixed in a future release.  If you want to monitor database charts, you must license the Oracle
Diagnostics Pack. 

2. The maximum number of data sets (lines) that can be included in a chart is 50.  It is not possible to display more than 50
data sets in a single analysis.  This includes selected sources/items and their extrapolations. 

3. The removal of lines or exclusion of points from a Capacity Planner Analysis is not saved as part of that analysis. 
4.  If a Capacity Planning historical repository was initially created by a newer Data Gatherer version, it will not be possible

for an older Data Gatherer version to store data in that database.  If, however, the database was initially created by an
older Data Gatherer, all later versions may store data in that database. 

5. (Bug 1181017) While a collection is running, if your Oracle Applications database goes down and is brought back up,
the data gatherer may not be able to connect back to that database instance.  This behavior has only been observed with
7.3.x and 8.0.x versions of the database.  You will be able to re-establish a connection by bringing down the data
gatherer and bringing it back up again. 

6. (Bug 1063000)  Even after turning off all collections on a Concurrent Manager target, you may still see a green dot on
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the Completed Requests by Status chart.  This is a display bug that will disappear if you exit Capacity Planner and
reconnect. 

2.6  Concurrent Processing Tuning Assistant 

1. Query performance is directly proportional to the amount of data that has to be queried.  The queries may be noticeably
slow against systems with very high activity or systems that have not been purged in a long time. 

2. (Bug 925479)    When printing, some labels may overlap. 
3. (Bug 1352872)  If you get a SQL Exception error when displaying any of the reports, that means the necessary

Applications patch has not been applied to the Applications Database.  Please make sure you have Applications Patch
1302931 applied before running any of the tools from the Management Pack for Oracle Applications. 

4. (Bug 1328428)  The Concurrent Manager Utilization values can be slightly off if you have frequently repeating requests
that reuse request IDs. This should be very rare. 

5. (Bug 1286243) Even if you have the language translations installed, you will not be able to see translated reports unless
the corresponding Oracle Applications language modules are also installed in the Applications database. 

6. (Bug 1018227) The slide bar at the bottom of the Concurrent Manager Utilization report is for the utilization value. 
Even if you change the data displayed through the drop down list, the coloring will be based on the utilization value. 
This is by design.  The same is true for the Waiting Requests by Hour report. 
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